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Cosmopolis - Danilo Zolo 2013-05-31
This volume makes a challenging critique of the
idea of Cosmopolis - that is, the idea of world or
'global' government. In recent years this idea
has been put forward as a way of averting the
threat of war and international disorder, and as
a way of avoiding the destruction of the planet.
Proponents of this idea call for a radical reform
of the United Nations which aims to legitimize
this institution as an international police force
and as a provider of global justice. Zolo criticizes
this new cosmopolitan philosophy and rejects
the idea of trying to eliminate international
conflict through the use of centralized and
superior military force. He seeks instead to
develop a conception of international relations
which takes account of their pluralistic, dynamic
and conflictual nature. This conception moves
away from the logic of hierarchical
centralization, which so dominates the UN
Charter, and towards the logic of 'weak
interventionism' and 'weak pacifism' which relies
on self-organization, co-ordination and
negotiation. Timely, provocative and
iconoclastic, Cosmopolis is an important
contribution to current debates in politics,
international relations and social and political
theory.
In the Name of Ishmael
- Giuseppe Genna 2004
In the Name of Ishmael is the story of a secret
cult of assassins and the two detectives who set
out to reveal the truth about Ishmael, the
group's enigmatic leader. Expertly weaving

apparently unmatched threads in two separate
time periods - mysterious child murders, a series
of seemingly unconnected assassinations, the
accident that killed Princess Diana, a disturbing
society of sadomasochists and the death of an
Italian press magnate - Genna crafts an utterly
compelling tale of political conspiracy and serial
murder. Terror and spellbinding literary
gamesmanship are at the heart of this daring
fiction debut. In the Name of Ishmael is a
gripping whodunit and a stunning work of
literary fiction.
Reasonable Doubts - Gianrico Carofiglio
2007-10-01
Third in the Guerrieri series: a legal thriller by
an Italian prosecutor. Turow with wry humor.
The Past Is a Foreign Country
- Gianrico
Carofiglio 2010-07-20
An international bestseller and winner of Italy's
prestigious Premio Bancarella prize—an intense
psychological thriller in the vein of The Talented
Mr. Ripley As world-weary Lieutenant Chiti
spends sleepless nights hunting for the serial
rapist terrorizing his city, trainee lawyer Giorgio
is befriended by dangerously charismatic
Francesco. Slowly the innocent Giorgio is lured
into a corrupt world of beautiful women and
casual violence. Then one terrifying night
Giorgio is forced to realize just how far he has
left his past behind. "Set largely in the southern
Italian city of Bari, this stylish psychological
thriller from Carofiglio (A Walk in the Dark)
fuses Jack Kerouac's On the Road with hardDownloaded from
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edged crime fiction à la Henning Mankell's
Inspector Wallander saga." - Publishers Weekly
Epic Continent- Nicholas Jubber 2019-08-27
Selected as one of NPR's Best Books of 2019
Selected by National Geographic as one of 12
"great books for travelers" 'The prose is
colourful and vigorous ... Jubber's journeying has
indeed been epic, in scale and in ambition. In
this thoughtful travelogue he has woven
together colourful ancient and modern threads
into a European tapestry that combines the
sombre and the sparkling' Spectator 'A genuine
epic' Wanderlust Award-winning travel writer
Nicholas Jubber journeys across Europe
exploring Europe's epic poems, from the
Odyssey to Beowulf, the Song of Roland to
theNibelungenlied, and their impact on
European identity in these turbulent times.
These are the stories that made Europe.
Journeying from Turkey to Iceland, awardwinning travel writer Nicholas Jubber takes us
on a fascinating adventure through our
continent's most enduring epic poems to learn
how they were shaped by their times, and how
they have since shaped us. The great European
epics were all inspired by moments of seismic
change: The Odyssey tells of the aftermath of the
Trojan War, the primal conflict from which much
of European civilisation was spawned. The Song
of the Nibelungen tracks the collapse of a
Germanic kingdom on the edge of the Roman
Empire. Both the French Song of Roland and the
Serbian Kosovo Cycleemerged from devastating
conflicts between Christian and Muslim powers.
Beowulf, the only surviving Old English epic, and
the great Icelandic Saga of Burnt Njal, respond
to times of great religious struggle - the shift
from paganism to Christianity. These stories
have stirred passions ever since they were
composed, motivating armies and
revolutionaries, and they continue to do so
today. Reaching back into the ancient and
medieval eras in which these defining works
were produced, and investigating their
continuing influence today, Epic Continent
explores how matters of honour,
fundamentalism, fate, nationhood, sex, class and
politics have preoccupied the people of Europe
across the millennia. In these tales soaked in
blood and fire, Nicholas Jubber discovers how
the world of gods and emperors, dragons and

water-maidens, knights and princesses made our
own: their deep impact on European identity,
and their resonance in our turbulent times.
The Italian Penal Code - 1978
Italian Crime Fiction - Giulana Pieri
2011-10-15
The present volume is the first study in the
English language to focus specifically on Italian
crime fiction, weaving together a historical
perspective and a thematic approach, with a
particular focus on the representation of space,
especially city space, gender, and the tradition
of impegno, the social and political engagement
which characterised the Italian cultural and
literary scene in the postwar period. The 8
chapters in this volume explore the distinctive
features of the Italian tradition from the 1930s
to the present, by focusing on a wide range of
detective and crime novels by selected Italian
writers, some of whom have an established
international reputation, such as C. E. Gadda, L.
Sciascia and U. Eco, whilst others may be
relatively unknown, such as the new generation
of crime writers of the Bologna school and
Italian women crime writers. Each chapter
examines a specific period, movement or group
of writers, as well as engaging with broader
debates over the contribution crime fiction
makes more generally to contemporary Italian
and European culture. The editor and
contributors of this volume argue strongly in
favour of reinstating crime fiction within the
canon of Italian modern literature by presenting
this once marginalised literary genre as a body
of works which, when viewed without the
artificial distinction between high and popular
literature, shows a remarkable insight into
Italy’s postwar history, tracking its societal and
political troubles and changes as well as often
also engaging with metaphorical and
philosophical notions of right or wrong, evil,
redemption, and the search of the self.
The Possession Of Lillie And Rose - Adam
Thomson 2021-04-09
The Johnsons live a perfect life. Everything they
have is thanks to the money Dr. Jerrold Johnson
makes at his private abortion clinic. However,
everything changes when tragedy befalls the
family and their sweet daughter, Rose, is
possessed by a demon. Flesh, blood, desire and
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violence: the family experiences all of these to
the extreme as they try to fight of the powerful
demon that will change their lives forever. Faced
with massacres, incest and suffering, a priest
and a medium perform an exorcism in a
desperate attempt to save Rose and her twin,
Lillie, from their terrible fate. The maid’s
superstition and the doctor’s cynicism and
avarice allow the demon to burrow deep into the
children’s conscious, forcing them to permit
heinous crimes and driving them to the point of
brutal murder.
La Campana; 1940 - New Jersey State Teachers
College 2021-09-09
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Shadow Crimes - E. J. Moran 2017-12-05
Shadow Crimes takes place in the high-fashion
worlds of New York City and Milan, Italy during
the later part of the decadent 1970s. Anna
McKenna, orphaned in 1967, is discovered by a
modeling agent in 1978 at the age of eighteen
and is soon swept up into a jet-set world filled
with fashion shoots on exotic islands, glamorous
parties, and more money that she ever dreamed
of. Her Italian-American uncle, Mickey Gallo, a
detective in upstate New York, is uncomfortable
with her new career because a fashion model
was gruesomely murdered in New York City five
months earlier. After a big party at Studio 54,
another model Anna works with is murdered in a
similar fashion. Gallo starts his own
investigation. Anna considers quitting the
business in the wake of the brutal killing, but

decides to accept an offer to model in Milan
because the money she¿s earning is desperately
needed to help her younger brother, who has
severe learning disabilities. Her Uncle Mickey,
suspecting an international killer is on the loose,
follows her to Milan and races to find the
murderer before Anna becomes his next victim.
The Era of the Witness - Annette Wieviorka
2006
What is the role of the survivor testimony in
Holocaust remembrance? In this book, a concise,
rigorously argued, and provocative work of
cultural and intellectual history, the author
seeks to answer this surpassingly complex
question.
The Binder of Lost Stories - Cristina Caboni
2020-01-21
From international bestselling author Cristina
Caboni comes an exquisite and engrossing novel
of two women, centuries apart, bound by a love
of books and a longing for self-discovery. With
her delicate touch, Sofia Bauer restores books to
their original splendor. In this art she finds
refuge from her crumbling marriage and the
feeling that her once-vibrant life is slipping
away. Then an antique German edition takes her
breath away. Slipped covertly into the endpapers
is an intriguing missive, the first part of a
secret...from one bookbinder to another. Two
hundred years ago, Clarice von Harmel defied
the constraints of family and society to engage in
a profession forbidden to women. Within three
separate volumes, Clarice bound her own hidden
story filled with pain, longing, and love beyond
all reason. A confession that now crosses
centuries to touch the heart of a stranger. With
the help of book collector Tomaso Leoni, Sofia
connects the threads of Clarice's past, page by
page, line by line, town by town. She's
determined to make Clarice's voice heard. With
each new revelation, Clarice is giving Sofia the
courage to find her own voice and hope for the
future she thought was lost.
The Girl with the Leica
- Helena Janeczek
2019-10-10
1st August 1937. A parade of red flags marches
through Paris. It is the funeral procession for
Gerda Taro, the first female photographer to be
killed on a battlefield. Robert Capa, who leads
the procession, is devastated. They have been
happy together: he taught her how to use the
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Leica before they left together to fight in the
Spanish Civil War. Other figures from Gerda’s
past are in the crowd: Ruth Cerf, her friend from
Leipzig, who shared the hardships of their first
years in Paris after feeling from Germany; Willy
Chardack, who resigned himself to the role of
loyal companion after Gerda snubbed him for
Georg Kuritzkes, a fighter in the International
Brigades. For all of them, Gerda will remain a
stronger and more vivid presence than her
image of anti-fascist heroine. It is her who binds
together a narrative spanning distant times and
places, bringing back to life the snapshots of
these young people and the challenges they
faced in the 1930s, from economic depression to
the rise of nazism, to the hostility towards
refugees in France. But for those who loved her,
those young years would remain a time when, as
long as Gerda was alive, everything seemed
possible.
Beetlecreek- William Demby 2010-12-01
After several years of silence and seclusion in
Beetlecreek's black quarter, a carnival worker
named Bill Trapp befriends Johnny Johnson, a
Pittsburgh teenager living with relatives in
Beetlecreek. Bill is white. Johnny is black. Both
are searching for acceptance, something that
will give meaning to their lives. Bill tries to find
it through good will in the community. Johnny
finds it in the Nightriders, a local gang. David
Diggs, the boy's dispirited uncle, aspires to be
an artist but has to settle for sign painting.
David and Johnny's new friendship with Bill
kindles hope that their lives will get better.
David's marriage has failed; his wife's shallow
faith serves as her outlet from racial and
financial oppression. David's unhappy routine is
broken by Edith Johnson's return to Beetlecreek,
but this relationship will be no better than his
loveless marriage. Bill's attempts to unify black
and white children with a community picnic is a
disaster. A rumor scapegoats him as a child
molester, and Beetlecreek is titillated by the
imagined crimes. This novel portraying race
relations in a remote West Virginia town has
been termed an existential classic. It would be
hard, said The New Yorker, to give Mr. Demby
too much praise for the skill with which he has
maneuvered the relationships in this book.
During the 1960s Arna Bontemps wrote,
"Demby's troubled townsfolk of the West

Virginia mining region foreshadow present
dilemmas. The pressing and resisting social
forces in this season of our discontent and the
fatal paralysis of those of us unable or unwilling
to act are clearly anticipated with the
dependable second sight of a true artist." First
published in 1950, Beetlecreek stands as a
moving condemnation of provincialism and
fundamentalism. Both a critique of racial
hypocrisy and a new direction for the AfricanAmerican novel, it occupies fresh territory that
is neither the ghetto realism of Richard Wright
nor the ironic modernism of Ralph Ellison. Even
after fifty years, more or less, William Demby
said in 1998, "It still seems to me that
Beetlecreek is about the absence of symmetry in
human affairs, the imperfectibility of justice the
tragic inevitability of mankind's inhumanity to
mankind."
Global Bioethics - Henk ten Have 2016-02-10
The panorama of bioethical problems is different
today. Patients travel to Thailand for fast
surgery; commercial surrogate mothers in India
deliver babies to parents in rich countries;
organs, body parts and tissues are trafficked
from East to Western Europe; physicians and
nurses migrating from Africa to the U.S;
thousands of children or patients with malaria,
tuberculosis and AIDS are dying each day
because they cannot afford effective drugs that
are too expensive. Mainstream bioethics as it
has developed during the last 50 years in
Western countries is evolving into a broader
approach that is relevant for people across the
world and is focused on new global problems.
This book provides an introduction into the new
field of global bioethics. Addressing these
problems requires a broader vision of bioethics
that not only goes beyond the current emphasis
on individual autonomy, but that criticizes the
social, economic and political context that is
producing the problems at global level. This
book argues that global bioethics is a necessity
because the social, economic and environmental
effects of globalization require critical
responses. Global bioethics is not a finished
product that can simply be applied to solve
global problems, but it is the ongoing result of
interaction and exchange between local
practices and global discourse. It combines
recognition of differences and respect for
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cultural diversity with convergence towards
common perspectives and shared values. The
book examines the nature of global problems as
well as the type of responses that are needed, in
order to exemplify the substance of global
bioethics. It discusses the ethical frameworks
that are available for global discourse and shows
how these are transformed into global
governance mechanisms and practices.
Ferocity - Nicola Lagioia 2017-10-10
This Strega Prize winner “ticks all the boxes of a
thriller while also being a masterfully written,
baroque, many-faceted depiction of modern
Italy” (The Spectator). Bari, southern Italy: On a
stifling summer night, on the outskirts of town, a
young woman named Clara, daughter of the
region’s most prominent family of real estate
developers, stumbles naked, dazed, and bloodied
down a major highway. Her death will be
deemed a suicide. Her estranged half-brother,
however, cannot free himself from her memory
or the questions surrounding her death, and the
more he learns about Clara’s life, the more he
reveals the moral decay at the core of his
family’s ascent to social prominence. Winner of
the 2015 Strega Prize, Italy’s preeminent prize
for fiction, Ferocity is at once an intimate family
saga, a cinematic portrait of the moral and
political corruption of an entire society, and a
“gripping” tale of suspense (The Irish Times).
“Biting social commentary as well as edge-ofseat reading.” —Library Journal (starred review)
“Allows the mystery to slowly and captivatingly
resolve while offering a layered portrait of
contemporary Italian life and the abuses of
power that money can excuse.” —Publishers
Weekly “Complex, darkly absorbing and
mysterious literary fiction.” —Booklist
Preparing for the BMAT - Nick Sample 2005
Helps students to develop the thinking skills
required for success in the BMAT, which is
required by seven universities for entrance onto
competitive courses, such as medicine and
veterinary science.
Some Reflections on the Reading of
Statutes - Felix Frankfurter 1947
The Ashbridge Book - W T (Wellington Thomas)
Ashbridge 2021-09-09
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
The Children's Train
- Viola Ardone 2021-01-12
“The innocence of childhood collides with the
stark aftermath of war in this wrenching and
ultimately redemptive tale of family, seemingly
impossible choices, and the winding paths to
destiny, which sometimes take us to places far
beyond our imaginings.” – Lisa Wingate, #1 New
York Times Bestselling Author of Before We
Were Yours and The Book of Lost Friends
"Ardone’s beautifully crafted story explores the
meaning of identity and
belonging...recommended to fans of Elena
Ferrante’s Neapolitan novels." – The Library
Journal “[The Children’s Train] leaves you with a
great sense of the importance of family and the
tough decisions that must be faced as a result of
that love.” – Shelf Awareness Based on true
events, a heartbreaking story of love, family,
hope, and survival set in post-World War II
Italy—written with the heart of Orphan Train
and Before We Were Yours—about poor children
from the south sent to live with families in the
north to survive deprivation and the harsh
winters. Though Mussolini and the fascists have
been defeated, the war has devastated Italy,
especially the south. Seven-year-old Amerigo
lives with his mother Antonietta in Naples,
surviving on odd jobs and his wits like the rest of
the poor in his neighborhood. But one day,
Amerigo learns that a train will take him away
from the rubble-strewn streets of the city to
spend the winter with a family in the north,
where he will be safe and have warm clothes and
food to eat. Together with thousands of other
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southern children, Amerigo will cross the entire
peninsula to a new life. Through his curious,
innocent eyes, we see a nation rising from the
ashes of war, reborn. As he comes to enjoy his
new surroundings and the possibilities for a
better future, Amerigo will make the
heartbreaking choice to leave his mother and
become a member of his adoptive family.
Amerigo’s journey is a moving story of memory,
indelible bonds, artistry, and self-exploration,
and a soaring examination of what family can
truly mean. Ultimately Amerigo comes to
understand that sometimes we must give up
everything, even a mother's love, to find our
destiny. Translated from the Italian by Clarissa
Botsford
Oliver Twist - Sinha 1984
Orality and Literacy - Walter J. Ong
2013-05-13
This classic work explores the vast differences
between oral and literate cultures offering a
very clear account of the intellectual, literary
and social effects of writing, print and electronic
technology. In the course of his study, Walter J.
Ong offers fascinating insights into oral genres
across the globe and through time, and
examines the rise of abstract philosophical and
scientific thinking. He considers the impact of
orality-literacy studies not only on literary
criticism and theory but on our very
understanding of what it is to be a human being,
conscious of self and other. This is a book no
reader, writer or speaker should be without.
Il linguaggio poetico e la sua traduzione Claudia Bacile di Castiglione 2007
Men of Honour - Giovanni Falcone 1993
Judge Falcone, who led the war against the
Mafia in Italy, was assassinated with his wife
and three bodyguards in a car-bomb explosion in
May 1992 - just as he was to be given powers to
investigate the organization nationally. Written
the previous year, this is his account of the
Mafia.
Tilbury Town - Edwin Arlington Robinson 1953
Sicilian Women - Giacomo Pilati 2008
A Walk in the Dark
- Gianrico Carofiglio
2011-03-15

Legal thriller written by an anti-mafia
prosecutor. Set in Southern Italy. Turow with
wry humour.
Trends in Contemporary Italian Narrative
1980-2007 - Gillian Ania 2009-05-05
The ‘new Italian narrative’ that began to be
spoken about in the 1980s was not associated
with a single writer or movement but with an
eclectic and varied production. The eight essays
that make up this volume set out to give a
flavour of the breadth and range of recent trends
and developments. The collection opens with two
essays on crime fiction. In the first, Luca Somigli
examines novels dealing with topical issues or
recent history and which reveal a strong
indigenous and regional tradition, while in the
second, Nicoletta McGowan discusses the
particular case of a noir by Claudia Salvatori.
They are followed by essays on two of Italy’s
best-known contemporary writers: Marina
Spunta’s essay explores the representation of
space, place and landscape in the work of Gianni
Celati and photographer Luigi Ghirri, while
Darrell O’Connell analyses the fiction of
Vincenzo Consolo, and his struggle to find a
means of representing an ethical stance within
fiction. Two essays then examine the role of the
anthology for young writers: Charlotte Ross and
Derek Duncan in the context of lesbian and gay
writing, looking at identity politics and the
problematics of categorization; Monica Jansen
and Inge Lanslots in that of the “Young
Cannibals”, and their often unsettling nonliterary language and orientation towards
cinema, pop music and slang. The penultimate
essay, by Jennifer Burns, discusses the literature
of migrants to Italy, focusing on questions of
identity, memory, mobility and language, while
the final contribution, by Gillian Ania, is a study
of apocalypse and dystopia in contemporary
writing, looking at novels by Vassalli, Capriolo,
Avoledo and Pispisa. "This volume examines
Italian narrative from the 1980s to the present,
from the original viewpoint of genres,
categories, trends, rather than author-based
analyses. It highlights the innovations of the last
twenty years, incorporating into the various
themes well known writers like Consolo, Celati
and Vassalli, with relative newcomers like
Avoledo and Pispisa. The contributors to the
volume, academics from the UK, Ireland,
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Canada, Belgium, cover a wide range of themes
which have come to the fore during this period,
ranging from detective stories (both the giallo
and the noir) to lesbian and gay writing, to
immigration literature in Italian, to the study of
apocalypse and dystopia. The themes are
contextualized in the socio-political and cultural
changes taking place in Italy, and parallel to this
the temporal moments of the narratives are in
turn related to their historical realities. This is a
richly woven account which presents post '80s
Italian narrative from a new and stimulating
angle, in eight lucid and informative essays
which will be welcomed by all those interested in
contemporary fiction in its cultural context."
—Professor Anna Laura Lepschy, Department of
Italian, University College London
Methods of Murder - Elena M. Past 2012-03-13
The first extended analysis of the relationship
between Italian criminology and crime fiction in
English, Methods of Murder examines works by
major authors both popular, such as Gianrico
Carofiglio, and canonical, such as Carlo Emilio
Gadda. Many scholars have argued that
detective fiction did not exist in Italy until 1929,
and that the genre, which was considered
largely Anglo-Saxon, was irrelevant on the
Italian peninsula. By contrast, Past traces the
roots of the twentieth-century literature and
cinema of crime to two much earlier, diverging
interpretations of the criminal: the bodiless
figure of Cesare Beccaria’s Enlightenment-era
On Crimes and Punishments, and the biological
offender of Cesare Lombroso’s positivist
Criminal Man. Through her examinations of
these texts, Past demonstrates the links between
literary, philosophical, and scientific
constructions of the criminal, and provides the
basis for an important reconceptualization of
Italian crime fiction.
Extended Abstracts Fall 2012 - Juan GonzálezMeneses 2014-07-24
This volume features seventeen extended
conference abstracts corresponding to selected
talks given by participants at the CRM research
program “Automorphisms of Free Groups:
Algorithms, Geometry and Dynamics”, which
took place at the Centre de Recerca Matemàtica
in Barcelona in fall 2012. Most of them are short
articles giving preliminary presentations of new
results not yet published in regular research

journals. The articles are the result from a direct
collaboration among active researchers in the
area after working in a dynamic and productive
atmosphere. The book is intended for
established researchers in the area of Group
Theory, as well as for PhD and postdoc students
who wish to learn more about the latest
advances in this active area of research.
The Silence of the Wave - Gianrico Carofiglio
2013-10-01
A stand-alone thriller from best-selling Italian
crime writer Gianrico Carofiglio, whose work
has been translated into twenty-four languages.
Every Monday and Thursday, Roberto Marías
crosses Rome on foot for his appointment with
his psychiatrist. There he sits in silence, flooded
by memories. He remembers surfing with his
father as a child. He remembers the treacherous
years he spent working as an undercover agent,
years that taught him how cynicism and
corruption are not merely external influences
but exist within us as well. His past has left him
devastated, but now his psychiatrist’s words, his
hypnotic strolls through Rome, and a chance
meeting with a woman named Emma—who, like
Roberto, is ravaged by a profound guilt—begin
to painfully revive him. And when eleven-yearold Giacomo asks Roberto to help him conquer
his nightmares, Roberto at last achieves a true
rebirth. A thriller about human faults, frailties,
and the painful bond between fathers and sons.
Praise for The Silence of the Wave: "A novel
distinguished by the natural gift of prose as
smooth and silent as a perfect wave." —Paolo Di
Stefano, Corriere della Sera "A literary jigsaw
full of plot twists." —Luciana Sica, La
Repubblica
L'altrove negli occhi delle donne - Silvana
Archetti 2015-05-06
Il libro raccoglie le testimonianze di sette donne
immigrate provenienti da Brasile, Libano,
Marocco, India, Albania, Ghana, Romania, che
lasceranno un marchio indelebile e affascinante
in colei che le ha intervistate, per un epilogo in
cui l'autrice stessa deciderà di prendere la
strada per il suo "nuovo mondo".
Deep River- Karl Marlantes 2019-07-02
Three Finnish siblings head for the logging fields
of nineteenth-century America in the New York
Times–bestselling author’s “commanding
historical epic” (Washington Post). Born into a
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farm family, the three Koski siblings—Ilmari,
Matti, and Aino—are raised to maintain their grit
and resiliency in the face of hardship. This
lesson in sisu takes on special meaning when
their father is arrested by imperial Russian
authorities, never to be seen again. Lured by the
prospects of the Homestead Act, Ilmari and
Matti set sail for America, while young Aino,
feeling betrayed and adrift after her Marxist cell
is exposed, follows soon after. The brothers
establish themselves among a logging
community in southern Washington, not far from
the Columbia River. In this New World, they
each find themselves—Ilmari as the family’s
spiritual rock; Matti as a fearless logger and
entrepreneur; and Aino as a fiercely independent
woman and union activist who is willing to make
any sacrifice for the cause that sustains her.
Layered with fascinating historical detail, this
novel bears witness to the stump-ridden fields
that the loggers—and the first waves of
modernity—leave behind. At its heart, Deep
River explores the place of the individual, and of
the immigrant, in an America still in the process
of defining its own identity.
The Eight Mountains - Paolo Cognetti
2018-03-20
For fans of Elena Ferrante and Paulo Coelho
comes a moving and elegant novel about the
friendship between two young Italian boys from
different backgrounds and how their connection
evolves and challenges them throughout their
lives. “Few books have so accurately described
the way stony heights can define one's sense of
joy and rightness...an exquisite unfolding of the
deep way humans may love one another” (Annie
Proulx). Pietro is a lonely boy living in Milan.
With his parents becoming more distant each
day, the only thing the family shares is their love
for the mountains that surround Italy. While on
vacation at the foot of the Aosta Valley, Pietro
meets Bruno, an adventurous, spirited local boy.
Together they spend many summers exploring
the mountains’ meadows and peaks and discover
the similarities and differences in their lives,
their backgrounds, and their futures. The two
boys come to find the true meaning of friendship
and camaraderie, even as their divergent paths
in life—Bruno’s in the mountains, Pietro’s across
the world—test the strength and meaning of
their connection. “A slim novel of startling

expansion that subtly echoes its setting”
(Vogue), The Eight Mountains is a lyrical
coming-of-age story about the power of male
friendships and the enduring bond between
fathers and sons. “There are no more universal
themes than those of the landscape, friendship,
and becoming adults, and Cognetti’s writing
becomes classical (and elegant) to best tell this
story…a true novel by a great writer” (Rolling
Stone Italia).
Essentials of Sociology - Richard P. Appelbaum
2017-07
With a combination of up-to-the minute
examples, cutting-edge research, and the latest
available data, Essentials of Sociology gets
students thinking sociologically about what
they're seeing in the news and on their screens.
Highlighting the macro social forces at work in
our everyday lives, the authors move students
beyond their individual experiences and
cultivate their sociological imaginations.
Innovative pedagogy promotes active reading
and helps students master core sociological
concepts. This strong in-text pedagogical
program is now supported by InQuizitive,
Norton's new formative, adaptive learning tool.
Victoria Station - Harold Pinter 1982
The dispatcher has a great job lined up and the
only mini-cab available is 274. Problem is, 274,
who says he has fallen in love with the
passenger who is asleep (or is she dead?) on his
back seat, doesn't seem to know his own
location, much less that of Victoria Station.
The ATLAS Network - Christoph Lippay
2021-11-15
Brief Strategic Therapy
- Giorgio Nardone 2005
Describes brief strategic therapy, looking at its
theory, applications, and techniques.
Orphic Songs - Dino Campana 1984
This vivid presentation of Campana
demonstrates why Italian readers have
cherished his poems since the first appearance
of Canti Orfici in 1914. Charles Wright's
translation, Jonathan Galassi's introduction, and,
as afterword, Montale's thoughtful essay on
Campana, identify the heart of this poet's
achievement.
An Autobiographical Account by a Leading
Sardinian Republican Politician of
Resistance to Fascism in Sardinia from
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1918-1930 - Emilio Lussu 1992
Readers seeking to understand the resurgence
of fascism in the world today should profit from
Emilio Lussu's account. This is an autobiography
through which the reader encounters men and
women caught up in the brutalizing of a State
whose opponents suffer the consequences of

holding to principle. In Sardinia in the 1920's a
bourgeois class fell easy prey to fascism. Lussu's
personal, humorous, warm, perceptive, ironic
and telling account of his own humiliation and
punishment, affords the reader the unique
perspective of a man at the centre of opposition
to a movement which would eventually plunge
Europe into war.
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